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YOUR CONNECTIONS ARE OUR BUSINESS

powersave
direct

organise temporary builders
supplies
provide solutions for domestic
and commercial sites

“

“

Claire Naylor, B & D Croft

Murray Laird, Tide End

prepare and submit all applications

“

program works to meet your
requirements

Patrick Arkle, Miller Homes NE

a dedicated, tailor-made facility

provide informative reporting

“

“

register MPAN’s and MPRN’s

a customer focused operation

Jasper Goodyear,
Hazelmere Homes

One point of contact
means I’m not being
passed from pillar to
post and am always in
contact with the right
people.
Stuart Andrews,
Selbourne Homes

“

obtain supply price

“

Powersave Direct can
conduct utilities in the
matter of weeks. It
really makes a building
companies job a lot
easier.

alleviating the pain and
frustration

our established contacts within
the industry

resolve on-site issues
undertake all utility
correspondence and liaison

excellent lines of communication

an experienced professional
service

“

organise associated inspections

an expert project management
team

one point of contact

Reliable and efficient...
...never missed a legal
completion...it’s freed up
35% of my time and
saved us between
£40,000 and £50,000
a year.

offer the most competitive
quotations

the benefits
cost savings

It used to make me
scream everyday, now I
only have to make one
call to Powersave
Direct and it all gets
dealt with.

Saves us time and lets
us concentrate on what
we are good at by
tapping into Powersave
Direct’s experience and
professionalism.

“

organise permanent utility
connections, disconnections
and diversions

Offering solutions to your utility problems by providing
one point of contact to co-ordinate your utility connections

“

the solutions

lower overhead costs
a lighter in-house workload
more time to spend on other
areas of your project
a user-friendly service

attend site visits and meetings

a low cost high quality solution

provide invaluable support
obtain existing site utility data
arrange all associated metering
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